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Image: The World XVI,
Victoria Kovalenchikova,
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Discordant Harmony
25 Jan – 28 Jan 2018
Curated by Art Porters Gallery

A majority of the 12 artists in this curated show are new to Art Porters. In spite of the
seemingly discordant artistic tenets of these 12 diverse artists, their artworks are
brought together in harmony to foster empathetic discourse.
‘Discordance’ and ‘harmony’ are two central principles in music and visual art. While
the overall harmony in a composition is essential, discordance is also vital in an artistic
creation, for it is through tension that we appreciate harmony. Tension is almost a
necessary ingredient in learning, refinement and growth.
In an age where differing viewpoints are often shouted down by a war of words, there
is an increasing urgency for platforms to exhibit diverse opinions and encourage
gracious discourse, as we agree to disagree.
This curatorial decision to embrace diversity reflects the gallery’s belief in sharing
happiness with art, as we seek to appreciate and celebrate the multiple perspectives
and stories in our midst.
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About Agung Santosa

Agung’s clever manipulation of proportion through dramatic exaggerations compels us to notice
the things we usually take for granted in our everyday life. His works are a result of his
perceptive contemplation of our contemporary, hectic world of multitasking, where the simple
act of noticing and savoring the small things in our midst could prove to be a challenge.

About Aiman Hakim

Aiman’s painted simulacrums prompts us to reflect on what art means to us on a personal level.
By deliberately disregarding artistic conventions and synthesizing elements across the
dichotomy of high art and low art into a coherent oeuvre, he challenges us to decide what reality
truly means, as he invites us into his fantastical world of charades.

About Arnaud Nazare Aga
Image: Sitting B., Arnaud
Nazare Aga, 2018,
various sizes, resin and
fiberglass

Arnaud’s distinctive style of vivid colours, voluptuous forms and gentle curves kindle positive
feelings of delight and fullness. His works engender conversations between viewers, building
natural bridges between people, as we set aside our differences and recall our shared desire
for happiness in life. In a bustling world of competing worldviews and altercations, his works
provide a sanctuary of tranquility and bliss.
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About Besta Bestrizal

Bestrizal Besta’s works are easily identifiable by their surrealistic scenarios, monochromatic
palette and intricate details. His works revolve around themes of humanity, science and art. His
photo-realist approach is grounded in photography where he constructs scenarios that are then
processed as digital images, before being manipulated and embellished with elements that
enable the artist to further present his moral and often personal messages.

About Chris Yap

An artist and photographer, Chris narrate his stories by exploring the numerous genres within
photography, in order to find the most optimum approach to convey his stories. Widely diverse
in his artistic practice, his works are evocative, yet subtle. He persistently pushes the
boundaries of photography, so as to expand the infinite potential of this medium, and advance
new perspectives into photography’s relationship with other art forms.

About Douglas Diaz
Image: detail of Casting
Doubt In MY Heart,
Douglas Diaz, 2018, 85 x
115 cm, graphite and oil
on canvas

Reminiscent of a monk’s monastic life, Douglas’ artistic practice reflects his pilgrimage to find
inner peace through his distinctively elaborate abstract paintings. The visual elements of his
works are deliberate attempts to simplify the means in order to produce an honest questioning.
His works represent a deeply intimate manifestation of his journey, as he transits between
periods of conflict, departure, homeless, movement and the unknown.
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About Fernando Costa

Recycling outdated road signs into eco-friendly metallic collage artworks, Costa creates
astonishing pictures of originality that are re-organised like a jigsaw on a metal frame. Costa’s
works are magical, joyful and unique, but more importantly, these re-constructions raise
questions on the perpetuation of established norms and the possibility to evolve whilst recycling
cultural heritage.

About Justin Lim

Justin’s artistic practice revolves around notions of transience, fragility and the passage of time.
These qualities intrigue him as they relate to the human character, interpersonal relationships
and the inevitable, eventual decay of the physical body. His artistic approach is a profound
contemplation on themes such as identity and the human longing to hold onto things which are
ephemeral and transitory.
Image: detail of « My
Vision » homage to Roy
Lichtenstein, Laure
Hatchuel-Becker, 2017, 80
x 80 cm, oil and acrylic on
canvas

About Laure Hatchuel-Becker

Stripped of the excess, Laure’s art confronts viewers with a stark simplicity that exposes the
essence of its subject matter, colours and forms. The playful austerity of her works compels
viewers to scrutinize the work’s every fundamental element. Unencumbered from unnecessary
details, her works resist the world’s pressure to overload, conveying the notion that a
streamlined life could lead us to feel focused, rich, healthy and happy.
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About Naufal Abshar

Naufal’s works on humour and laughter encourage us to view the routine happenings around us
with a fresh pair of eyes. Beyond entertainment, humour emancipates us and transforms our
worldviews by encouraging an open, analytical approach towards situations and ideas. His
works serve as a philosophical and social commentary on how a comic view of the world could
very much be a cosmic view of life.

About Nila Choo

Nila Choo is the alter-persona of a Singapore artist wishing to comment anonymously on social
issues of censorship and LGBTQ acceptance by the state media in contemporary Singapore.

About Victoria Kovalenchikova

Traversing freely between the media of painting and sculpture, Victoria’s thought-provoking
oeuvre brings to mind the reality that numerous situations and aspects of life are really a series
of continuum, rather than the clear-cut boundaries that we often draw between things and
people; nature and culture. Resembling aerial perspectives of the Earth, Victoria’s meditative
works transport us to the deep space, where we could view our planet from a cosmological
perspective, and be amazed anew by the expansive vastness of this world.

Image: detail of Garden
City, Chris Yap, 2018,
various sizes, fine digital
giclee print on pearl
cotton paper

About Wayan Novi

Wayan Novi is recognized by his persistence in manipulating the eye's insensitivity in
examining the details of a collection of dots. His imaginative impressions of the natural
landscape develop from his memory of the beauty of nature as subject matter. The peculiarity
of his painting is the stylization or the composition of nature and his expertise in creating points
of varying density, inducing a hallucinatory experience through color gradations.
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About Art Porters Gallery

Image: detail of Rue
Grande Vallée, Fernando
Costa, 2016, 50 x 50 cm,
enamelled panels on
metal sheet

Art Porters Gallery believes in the unique power of art in transforming lives. Rooted in
our founder’s personal experience with a life-changing masterpiece, the gallery’s
mission in sharing happiness with art was born. The gallery is housed in a charming
Peranakan shophouse in one of the quaintest neighbourhoods of Singapore. Our work
focuses on contemporary art and develops privileged relationships with international
artists, whose works are presented in various forms of media including drawing,
painting, sculpture, photography and digital animation. We also provide art consultancy
for various corporations and hold events for a wide variety of clients.

